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Introduction

There are few occasions in community planning when the planning process is truly cooperative. This is one of those rare
occasions. The Stanwood Design Assistance Team and the results documented in this report are the products of a true partnership
of government (City and State agencies), private enterprise (small businesses led by a local architecture firm), organizations
(including the American Institute of Architects), and individual volunteerism. Without the dedicated work of each of these groups,
and particular dedication on the parts of individuals within these groups, this report would not exist.
The power of the above combination of entities coming together for a single purpose is extraordinary. It is akin to having all
one’s forces aligned and moving in unison toward a single goal. Each individual believes in the goal. It is easy to add to your
ranks because the goal benefits all. It is painless to accomplish needed tasks, and implementation becomes a reality. The
momentum achieved during the planning of the DAT grew until it couldn’t have been stopped even if someone had wanted to.
The result of this cooperative effort is a common vision for a small town. More than that, it is a bringing together of all people
and stakeholders. It is an all-inclusive process—no one has been left out unless by choice. It is an act of opening
communication—a new form of dialogue—permanently. The process itself is as important as the written result. The
“community” assumes as much importance as the “planning.”
This report represents more than just words and drawings to illustrate a vision for a downtown—it is a new beginning for a
town entering its second centennial. We hope it also serves as a model for other communities looking to engage in true
“community planning.” This report, therefore, attempts to present as much information about the process as about the results
—a “how-to guide,” as it were. We offer it up to other communities with the wish that you have as much fun and as much
success as we have.
Design Stanwood
Steering Committee
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Preface
Listening to the Community
Listening to what the Team heard over two days of public testimony in Stanwood was the genesis of the ideas we
developed, the visions we have outlined and sketched, and positions we have taken on matters of choice in
downtown design.
We heard a great deal. As outsiders, we listened with new ears. We didn’t all “hear” the same thing; each of us
brings a different view and experience to the listening. Some of the testimony overlapped; speakers reinforced
one another. Others had different ideas and objectives. We heard some testimony in large, formal public settings.
Some of it came to us in smaller, informal social settings. We also met people in their places of work, and talked
to those who dropped by our work place.
We were also given written testimony, and summaries of discussions held by groups and organizations. These
were most helpful – for their content, and as a representation of the energy and commitment of this community
to this effort.
We missed some things. Or we heard them, and then lost them in our process of discussion, idea generation,
focusing and deciding what the response should be.
The wonderful efforts taken by many community members and groups to inform us are as significant to our work
as what was said. Seeing your energy and interest, and hearing about your past efforts and plans for future
efforts, told much about this place and how it will become its future. We will be saying this over and over, in
different ways – in our presentation and subsequent reports.
Keep your eye on this energy as you turn your attention to the ideas. Honor the energy and set up ways to build
more of it. It’s called capacity building in some circles. You can get where you need to go if you have this
capacity.
We want to assure you – you are rolling.
Dennis Ryan, Architect and Urban Planner
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What is it about Downtowns?
Design work on a downtown brings up the whole question of what are these things we call downtown, and why do
we care so much about them?
Downtown is an intersection of ideas and actions manifest in a place over time. Those of the past merge with
those of the present. And, here comes the future, too.
Downtown is a social construction over time – it involves buildings, yes, and other things like roads, activities and
places. It is, in this sense, a noun. But it is also about building – the verb form of downtown. Downtown is mainly
a verb.
We see it as a noun – a geographic place – but its verb form is what really lights our fire. This is the downtown as
expression. Our statement. Downtown, as image of our values, our culture, of ourselves as a social group and
community; an image of our economic activities – emerging ones as well as declining ones; and, a picture of our
ways of building.
It’s a story we tell ourselves – a bunch of stories, individual and collective - yours, mine, ours.
And it is a story we tell the world. Downtown says, who we are – showing our beauty and our flaws.
It is a story with a visual, expressive and tangible reality; and, a story about actions. Downtown is all about
actions. It is a place of actions.
Building, trying, changing…
Connecting, using, serving…
Feeling, being with others…
Growing – economically and socially…
A place of learning and challenge.

Fine. But so what?
Well, this verb and noun combination - it is a place of plans. You invited us to listen, study and suggest ideas. As
we did this, you told us of your plans. Not always specific plans, hard down on paper, stamped and approved.
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Instead, the much more lively, interesting, engaging kind of plans – the things you are doing, have done and
wanting to do. These plans are the precious energy of a place. The sparks. The real life of a people.

Passionate, ideas about the landscape, environment, agriculture, river.
About being able to move about – walking, bicycling, driving, or a train.
About preserving the place, honoring its past and incorporating it into the present and future.
About young people and old people, residents and visitors.
The arts, social services, volunteerism, education and recreation.
The goods and services.
The work of a place, the jobs and activities that define a community and support its existence.

The Power of a Place
Over the past three days, you told us of your plans. Behind this was a plan; a magnificent, powerful, open and
engaging process. Design Stanwood has been a spontaneous, intentional organization. It shows us how you
organize, how you do the work of a community, how you debate and where you agree and differ.
Your plans for downtown Stanwood will be written by your actions; how you organize and carry them out. How
you divide up the work and responsibilities, and how you bring things back together. How you set goals and
measure progress. How you use both formal and informal structures – your comprehensive plan and city policies,
on the one hand, and all of the plans and action agendas of your various organizations and groups. And how you
celebrate accomplishments, and reset your visions.
Your plan for planning downtown is akin to a musical score; without it you will have no music.
Plans of course are stories of what we want to be. The language of the story is important, even critical. What we
are saying – how we organize the story and the terms we use – are as much about plans as the objectives
themselves. In making our suggestions/recommendations, we too have been attentive to this issue of terms and
language. Jump in; test out your language about the future of Stanwood. Some of it will get captured in the formal
plans of the city; and some will linger – enticing, suggesting, and out there for future plans.
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The “we” of course is the operative term. A vision of Downtown Stanwood is a story told by many – in different
ways, at different times. And just as the vision needs room to grow and change, to sharpen and adjust, the way
towards the vision needs an equally open, inclusive and sometimes messy process. You will have to work hard at
this – probably harder than in the work of carrying out a plan. It will take work to bring people to the table of
designing downtown Stanwood, and to keep them there. And it will take work to invite those with different ideas
and varying values to the table. The town needs all of the energy it has to build a future.
The Stanwood Design Assistance Team
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What is a DAT (Design Assistance Team)?
•

It is a grassroots approach to community development, providing the platform for citizen input.

•

The process joins local resources with the expertise of a multi-disciplinary team of experienced professionals
to identify ways to encourage change in a community.

•

Similar to a RUDAT (Regional Urban Design Assistance Team sponsored by the National American Institute of
Architects), the DAT was developed to address the needs of smaller communities and is sponsored by local
chapters of the AIA. The process brings together citizens, community leaders and a team of professionals
volunteering their time to discuss planning issues.

•

The Team, including professionals such as architects, urban planners, economists, landscape architects, etc.,
devotes three days in the community. They meet with the citizens, discussing and seeing first hand the issues
the community has asked to be addressed during the Team's visit. At the end of the three days the Team
presents a vision for planning the future through drawings and writing for the defined target area.
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How did we get to "DAT"?
In the fall of 2002, concerned citizens met at City Hall to discuss ways to direct
growth in Stanwood. The City was in the midst of reviewing and updating the
twenty-year Comprehensive Plan for Stanwood.
Community Development
Director Stephanie Cleveland, AICP was looking for ways to increase community
involvement, especially among the business owners in the downtown area. At
the City Hall meeting, several programs were discussed. They are programs
being used around the country to encourage and insure citizen involvement in
their communities. Local architect, David Pelletier, AIA presented the concept of
a volunteer Design Assistance Team (DAT) sponsored by the American Institute
of Architects. Subsequently, the DAT process was embraced as an avenue that
offered the most professional help, with the least cost and the greatest
involvement by the community. This event would give the community an
opportunity to examine what Stanwood has and what it needs. As a result of the
meeting that evening, a sign-up sheet of 30 interested citizens became the
foundation of the organization that would plan the DAT and see it through. Eight
of those citizens stepped forward to chair a committee and act as the Steering
Committee of a new non-profit organization called "Design Stanwood." Some
members were hand-selected because of their training or affiliations. The local
Chamber of Commerce was able to act as the umbrella organization for Design
Stanwood, eliminating the time it would take to take to become its own non-profit.
The overall mission of Design Stanwood was to plan and organize the three-day
brainstorming event. Organization began with synthesizing the information from
the planning meeting into a Problem Statement, defining the Mission and the
Goal.

1
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Design Stanwood Problem Statement
Stanwood finds itself at a crossroads.
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Like many small rural towns across America, Stanwood
has found itself at a crossroads in its history and future
development.
For years its remote location and size
helped preserve and guarantee Stanwood's sleepy hamlet
charm and character.
With time and the population
expansion here in Western Washington, the path of
suburban growth and change is now knocking at
Stanwood's door. Because of the town's scale and lack of
appropriate infrastructure, this community finds itself ill
equipped to adequately address the changes growth will
bring. It is not a new phenomenon for small rural towns to
lose their character and charm to rapidly sprawling
shopping centers and housing developments.

By the 1960s pressures from growth and the need for more
sophisticated and organized infrastructure meant the two
towns needed to come together.
During this period,
struggling economic times and changes in the economic
base stalled growth. Around 1960 Hamilton Lumber’s last
mill burned, signaling the end of an era of lumber
production and river usage. The area continued as a
strong base for agricultural production and Stanwood’s
natural surroundings made it a popular recreational center.
By the late 1980s, pressures from growth in other larger
Puget Sound urban centers to the south and Stanwood's
proximity to the I-5 freeway began to encourage more and
more people to seek the peaceful rural character of
Stanwood.

Stanwood was first settled in the late 1800s and grew as a
result of its proximity to the many natural resources of the
area and the rich farmlands of the Skagit and Stilliguamish
Valleys. Like much of Puget Sound, many of the first
settlers were of Scandinavian descent. They came here to
farm the valleys and log the forests.
For most of
Stanwood's first hundred years, the population of the town
grew very gradually.
Stanwood's "Twin City" title
originated in the fact that the present day city began as two
distinct settlements around the turn of the last century.
West Stanwood, which was originally known as Centerville,
developed first. It grew adjacent to the waterfront and
lumber mills. Since goods were moved by ship, many of
these mills and a food processing plant were built along
the river. In 1891 the railroad came through to the east,
and the settlement that grew up around it was later
incorporated as East Stanwood. The two towns existed
independently from each other and were actually
connected by a small gauge railroad known as the
“Dinghy” from 1904 to 1930.

With increased growth, changes were made in planning
and building that stipulated any new development must
meet more stringent flood and zoning requirements.
Because downtown Stanwood was in a flood plain, these
new policies made it difficult to build there. By the 1990s
annexations brought greater residential and commercial
growth in areas above the flood plain, east of the original
town. While these areas were developing, conditions were
beginning to deteriorate in the older downtown
neighborhoods.
As Stanwood exists today, it is a
compilation of a variety of building types, intermixing
commercial and residential. Highway SR532, the main
road from the freeway to Camano Island is lined with
businesses and has severed downtown from direct access
to the river that runs adjacent to it.
Although Stanwood's population is only about 4,100, it
currently services over 40,000 people from the surrounding
3
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The mission of Design Stanwo
Stanwood in a manner that honors its history and
community for the future.
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area. The school district alone supports approximately
5,500 students and leads the area as the number one
employer.
Stanwood's job base also includes a food
processing plant, nursing homes, three grocery stores, 12
banks, restaurants, medical services and light industry.
The newer developments in the uphill regions seem
necessary to accommodate the higher volume and variety
of services needed in the area. However, citizens have
expressed their concern that development in these newer
neighborhoods must not refocus attention away from the
original core of downtown Stanwood.
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Design Assistance Team
CHAIR: Jerome R. Ernst, FAIA, AICP
An independent architect and urban planner, Ernst has been a project manager
for Regional/Urban Design Assistance Teams in Santa Rosa, California and West
Valley, Utah. His previous assignments have included land use planning,
community planning, urban design studies, transit planning and park design and
environmental analysis He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Architecture and a
Master’s in Urban Planning, both from the University of Washington.

URBAN DESIGN AND PLANNING: Dennis Ryan
Ryan is an Associate Professor in the Urban Design, Planning and Architecture
Department at the University of Washington, and serves as Director of
Community and Environmental Planning. In addition to his duties at the
University, Ryan has also served as Chair of the Seattle City Planning
Commission and participated as a consultant for numerous community-based
planning groups and workshops (i.e., Chair of the Pine Street Advisory Task
Force). He is very active in DAT and R/UDAT-related activities and gives
generously of his time in that capacity.

ECONOMICS: Greg Easton
An independent consultant, Easton works with developers, financial institutions,
public agencies and corporate landowners and has acted in an advisory capacity
for a wide variety of real estate related projects. This includes market evaluations
and feasibility studies for retail, residential, industrial, transportation, recreation
and various special-purpose projects. He also has extensive experience in urban
revitalization.
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URBAN DESIGN: Ron Kasprisin, AIA
Kasprisin is an Associate Professor in the Urban Design/Planning Department in
the College of Architecture and Urban Planning at the University of Washington.
In addition to extensive experience in Washington State projects, he has also
worked on Design Assistance Teams in California and Texas. An avid
watercolorist, he is the author of Watercolor in Architectural Design, published in
1989.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE: Sandy Fischer, ASLA
The first woman licensed in the State of Montana as a registered Landscape
Architect, Fischer led Fischer & Associates for 20 years and recently joined the
Seattle office of EDAW. Fischer’s project experience includes planning, design
and implementation of plans for communities, downtowns, parks, greenways and
open spaces, transportation corridors, gardens, institutions and residential and
mixed-use developments.
TRANSPORTATION: Dave Markley, PE
A registered professional engineer, Markley is the founding principal of TSI and
has thirty years of applied experience in Washington, Alaska, California and the
East Coast. His work has involved short-range transportation planning, traffic
engineering, parking analysis and design, and transportation analysis of public
assembly facilities; areas of expertise include traffic circulation and operations
studies, and downtown and business area traffic and parking analysis, among
others.
CITY PLANNING: William Trimm, AICP
Trimm is Director of Community Development for the City of Mill Creek,
Washington, most recently directing the planning, design and development of the
Mill Creek Town Center, a mixed-use new downtown development connected to
adjacent, new, compact residential neighborhoods. He has also been the
planning director for Whatcom County and worked as a city and county planner
6
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Team members representing the Northwest AIA:

Dave Christensen, AIA
Currently, owner of Christensen Design Management, Christensen has also been
affiliated with the Trillium Corporation in Bellingham and the Callison Partnership
in Seattle. CDM’s services include architectural master planning, charettes and
designs for mixed use commercial, retail, office, industrial, residential and resort
projects. He is also co-author of a book-in-progress: PreForma: Development
Guidelines.
John Cheney, AIA
A graduate of M.I.T., Cheney established his practice in Mount Vernon in 1970
and has been active in the community ever since. He has served at least four
terms on the City Council and is Chair of the Skagit Transit Board. His local
projects have included Skagit Valley College, City of Oak Harbor Library,
Anacortes Fidalgo Swimming Pool and numerous apartment buildings, motels,
and other commercial and residential buildings. Cheney has a keen sense of the
problems and challenges facing small towns in Washington.
Julie Blazek, AIA
Ms. Blazek is a Senior Associate at the Henry Klein Partnership, Architects. She
has been involved in various projects ranging from small-scale residential to
multi-million dollar community college and public utility work. Locally, she worked
on Stanwood’s Port Susan Middle School and regionally, Bellingham Technical
College.
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Timeline
The Stanwood DAT was successfully envisioned and implemented within seven months – an
unusually short time for such a large community event! This success was primarily due to the
strong efforts of all of the community volunteers associated with this initiative – please refer to
the next section, Committee Structure, for additional information on this.
Following is a brief chart of the overall timeline and the main events leading up to the DAT:

2

DAT Preparation
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Committee Structure
Over 30 community volunteers from Stanwood, Camano Island and as far away as Arlington
participated in preparing for Stanwood’s Design Assistance Team 3-day event. These
volunteers met weekly and were organized into committees as follows:
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Committee volunteers came from all aspects of the community including the Chamber of
Commerce, City Planning, architectural firms, local businesses and private citizens. All of
the committees worked together to ensure the success of all activities leading up to the
DAT event – and of the DAT event itself.
For the purposes of this book, we have chosen to highlight the work of two key committees
– Public Relations and Finance/Fundraising – with the hope that this additional information
will be useful for future DATs across the country and for the implementation of the
Stanwood DAT recommendations.

9
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Public Relations
A well-rounded publicity plan was designed and implemented to prepare Stanwood
and the surrounding communities for the DAT event.

Design Stanwood Logo
The plan was “kicked off” by the donation of an extremely popular logo by a local
graphic design firm (see above left). This logo was used on all communications,
banners, posters and sweatshirts. It became an instantly recognizable and visible
feature throughout Stanwood.

Public Relations Plan
Additional Public Relations items included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over a dozen articles and notices published in the local Stanwood
paper (see samples left).
Articles published in regional newspapers and architectural journals.
Informational brochures mailed to homes and key businesses and
made available at key businesses locations.
Event invitations mailed to homes and businesses.
Posters placed in business storefronts.
Banners hung over key streets.
Event information placed on local reader boards.
Presentations given to many local community organizations such as
the School District, Rotary meetings and others.
A public Open House scheduled for the evening when commuters
could attend.

11
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Finance / Fundraising

Dinner / Silent Auction
19%

Fundraising was a very important component of Stanwood’s successful
DAT event. The monies raised were used to pay expenses for the DAT
Team (hotel, meals, transportation etc) and the production of the DAT book.
A significant amount remains in the budget to kick off the implementation
phase.
Fundraising Campaign

Grant
69%

Donations
11%
Sweatshirt Sales
1%

The fundraising campaign consisted of four major elements:
1. Donations
Letters were sent to key businesses providing details about Design
Stanwood and the need for funds. Monies received were tax-deductible.
2. Sweatshirt Sales
A local company embroidered the popular Design Stanwood logo on
sweatshirts. Profits from their sale contributed towards the Design
Stanwood budget.
3. “Death by Design” dinner and silent auction
This event was held at a local Community Center and was the primary
fund-raising event for Design Stanwood.
Businesses and individuals
donated auction items and a popular local restaurant catered dinner. A
local theater group performed a radio play specially created for the
evening.
4.

Grant
“The stars aligned” and allowed Design Stanwood to receive a grant from the
State of Washington. This one-time grant came from state funds allocated
towards community initiatives.

Expenses
The chart to the left shows how the monies collected were used. As
mentioned, a significant amount remains in the budget for implementation
activities. The budget for the event was $12,000.00.
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DAT Event – Day One
Day One Agenda:
Introductions & Briefing
Team tour of Stanwood via
bus
Visit to History Museum
Lunch at D.O. Pearson House
Community Leader Input
Social - Mayor - Welcome
Team de-briefing

Over 20 community leaders presented their thoughts to the DAT team during the
first day’s Community Leader Input Session.
These community leaders
represented all aspects of Stanwood’s businesses and support organizations
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City planning
Police
Rotary and the Chamber of Commerce
The local newspaper
Small businesses
Real Estate companies
Area developers
Artists and Gallery owners
The School District and the Regional Library
Community support organizations such as the Food Bank
Senior organizations including the Senior Center and Senior Housing
Local lodging association.

While a variety of suggestions and ideas
were received, certain “themes” arose
during the presentations – including:
•Promote tourism on small scale and keep the town
for its residents.
•Keep Stanwood’s personality; don’t try to be a
“theme” city.
•There should be attractive Welcome to Stanwood
signage at I-5 and along highway 532.
•Revitalize the riverfront with useful amenities,
boardwalk.
•Provide destination areas in Stanwood.
•Heritage Park should be improved to look more
attractive using trees and picnic areas.
•Need a library, youth center, pool and/or community
center.
•Keep the traditional neighborhood-housing theme.
•The city center needs to be made more vigorous,

13
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DAT Event – Day Two
Day Two Agenda:
Warm-up
"Think Shop" (Public Input)
Lunch
Work/Study

A three-hour Public Input Session, or “Think Shop”, was held on the morning
of the second day. Over 100 people attended, with over 20 presenting. In
contrast to the Business Leader Input Session held on the previous day, this
session was purposely left as free form as possible, with attendees simply
encouraged to sign up at the session if they wanted to present.
The presenters came from all walks of life from the Stanwood and Camano
Island communities:


Dinner




Work/Study

"Think Shop" Public Input

Those who had lived here for many years and relative
newcomers.
Business owners, developers and environmentalists.
Retirees and those with young families.

Once again, certain “themes” emerged from the public presentations:
•

A desire to connect east and west Stanwood.

•

Focus on architectural character without imposing outside ideas.

•

Strengthen a pedestrian network.

•

Expand the tax base with eco-tourism such as cycling, kayaking, bird-watching.

•

Developing a train station/transit center with a stop for Amtrak.

•

Need new development on 271st Street (Main Street).

•

Preserve historical character of Stanwood.

●

Access Stillaguamish River with a connection to downtown.

●

Need homes for various public/non-profit institutions, including City Hall, Library,
Community Center, and office space for non-profits.

14
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Day Three Agenda:
Warm-up

The DAT team and committee volunteers worked hard to synthesize the input from
the Business Leader and Public Input sessions, their own analysis of Stanwood’s
opportunities and challenges, and additional information, in order to form an overall
“Vision” for Stanwood that was both implement-able and respective of the
tremendous amount of public input.

Work/Study

The results were astounding – a big picture plan,
careful
suggestions for Stanwood’s three key elements (East
Stanwood, West Stanwood and the Commons Area)
and revealing details about signage, transportation
and streetscape.

Lunch
Set up for final Presentation
"Destiny by Design" (Team output)
Social

A third public session was held to convey these ideas to the general community – a
session called “Destiny by Design”. This was a very successful session that
used the team’s actual renderings to convey the story of Stanwood’s past and the
vision for its future:

DAT Event – Day
Three
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stanwood’s Landscape
Stanwood’s Story
Access
The Regional Picture
Access
Community Landscape
Landscape Recommendations
East, West, and Central—
An Overall Concept for Downtown
West Stanwood
East Stanwood
Central Commons
Transportation/Streetscapes

15

●
●

Regional Access
Through versus Local

●

Downtown Circulation and Local

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Parking
Gateway and Signing
Economic Development
Market Area
Market Area Capture
Retail Development Patterns
Feasibility of Development
Financing Project Elements
Implementation

P R O C E S S
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3

DAT Team Recommendations
Introduction
The DAT Team addressed several aspects of downtown Stanwood that, together, paint a complete picture
of how an attractive and cohesive downtown might be accomplished. The vision produced by the Team is
described on the page that follow and address ten areas:
•

Summary of Community Input

•

Open Space/Parks/Greenways

•

Overall Concept for Downtown

•

West Stanwood

•

East Stanwood

•

Central Commons

•

Transportation/Streetscapes

•

Gateways and signing

•

Economic Development

Each aspect respected the existing elements of the town,
but stressed ways to emphasize and preserve the positive
qualities while incorporating changes that are physically,
politically, and economically feasible.
17
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Summary of Community Input
Jerry Ernst, FAIA, AICP Team Chair, Architect and Urban Designer
Dennis Ryan, Architect and Urban Planner

The DAT Team began their presentation with a summary of points they heard from the
community, which influenced what they addressed in their work. The main points the
Team heard from the community included:










A desire to connect east and west Stanwood.
Focus on architectural character without imposing outside ideas.
Strengthen a pedestrian network.
Expand the tax base with eco-tourism such as cycling,
kayaking, bird-watching.
Developing a train station/transit center with a stop for Amtrak.
Need new development on 271st Street (Main Street).
Preserve historical character of Stanwood.
Access Stillaguamish River with a connection to downtown.
Need homes for various public/non-profit institutions, including
City Hall, Library, Community Center, and office space for
non-profits.

A detailed summary of the public comments received is included in Appendix D.
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Open Space/Parks/Greenways
Sandy Fischer, ASLA Landscape Architect

Stanwood’s Defining Landscape
Stanwood’s contemporary landscape is a collective artistic expression. It is a statement about the community’s past,
future and values. The pattern of Stanwood’s landscape tells a story. Whether the patterns are created with
consciousness or a lack of consciousness, the resulting composition illustrates who you are and who you are in the
process of becoming. A community’s landscape is no less an art form than any of the visual arts…perhaps it differs
slightly being a collective and a collaborative expression. A trained observer can read the landscape. Those less trained
“Experience Stanwood” and intuitively “understand.”

18
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Stanwood’s Story
Present day settlement patterns relate to natural landscape features as well as cultural influences. Patterns accentuate the
juxtaposition of predominantly open lands to a lesser amount of settled lands. The pattern contributes to a sense of being “rural.”
Community residents value this rural setting and the Stanwood “lifestyle.”
The juxtaposition of cultural and natural landscapes tell a story of a community that shares a historical connection to the land and a
rural lifestyle, as well as landscape in evolution strained by competing and sometimes conflicting values.

The Regional Picture

Stanwood is a coastal Community on the Skagit Bay.
The region and the
community’s heritage is resource based (timber, agriculture, river commerce).
Stanwood is physically separated from Seattle but connected.
How has, is and will the Region’s and Stanwood’s landscape change? Clearly,
from natural to rural. The current trend may be called “emerging urban,” or
perhaps suburban. Is remaining rural and remote a realistic possibility? How
likely or unlikely is it that Stanwood will become urban?
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Community Landscape
The present day Landscape includes a full continuum from natural to manmade: Natural, cleared, cultivated, constructed. The
physical evidence of each activity is visible, and worth preserving and celebrating.
Stanwood is a place where open lands dominate and patterns are discernable. It includes vegetated drainages, undeveloped
hillsides, unobstructed views of the River Valley. The abrupt interface between open and settled lands is striking. Historic roads, rail
and river corridors still exist. These are opportunities. Although open lands are predominant, settlement is encroaching. Natural
landscapes are disappearing, compromising species diversity. Cultivated landscapes are constrained by development pressures
and resource conservation regulations, market forces, lifestyle preferences. Constructed patterns becoming increasingly
incongruent relative to style, scale and function. It is time for the community to become engaged and make a bold plan.
Connections to the land
are still evident. Many
remnants of history
remain, including
b u i l d i n g s ,
transportation corridors,
and fragments of the
natural landscape. The
community’s scale and
lifestyle facilitate social
connections. The
landscape design can
become the unifying
element.
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Landscape Recommendations
Envision landscape as the unifying element. Protect unique landscape features. Develop cohesive plans at regional,
community and individual site scales. Built green and open spaces are the fabric that tie together diverse elements Ensure
that open lands remain more predominant than development. This suggests active land and farmland conservation programs.
Encourage land trusts, conservation easements, purchase and transfer of development rights, regulation, and incentivebased programs.
Preserve and protect existing
forests, drainages, vegetation
and wildlife habitat. Develop
a system of green corridors
and spaces.
View
greenspace as a system of
essential infrastructure. Don’t
just green up the left over
places. Let the green spaces
shape the community.
Encourage multiple uses of
green spaces and corridors
for recreation, trails, flood
control, storm water
management, view shed
preservation, transportation,
habitat protection and
enhancements, community
gathering places, display of
art, interpretation and
education, places to
showcase community talent
and connection connections
to waterfront.
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Green Infrastructure should include: open lands, both public
and private; preservation of unique features: forests, fields,
flood plain, habitat; multiple use greenways; park development;
green spaces that contribute to the community’s identity;
gateways; corridor landscaping; streetscapes; contextsensitive landscaping.
Two areas appear ripe for preserving greenways and making
connections to the river, so often noted by community input.
The first is the unincorporated agricultural land between the
sewage lagoon and Forest Land Services south of SR 532.
Acquisition of this land could provide a additional direct public
access to the Stilly, as well as further opportunities for wetland
mitigation and non-motorized travel and recreation.
The
second is development of non-motorized trails in the
unincorporated lands to the south of Twin City Foods, providing
needed non-motorized connections to Camano Island.
Envision Stanwood as a series of villages tied together with
attractive green corridors, with tree-lined pedestrian-friendly streets. A place that provides a variety of gathering spaces
including community parks, commons, waterfronts and trails.
Connect the community to the Landscape.

.
Balancing
conservation and development is an essential
community development strategy. The preservation of open
lands will not happen without initiatives, policies, and
incentives. Conservation doesn’t just happen--it must be
intentional. At times, what is not built is of equal or greater
significance than what is. In this way, future opportunities
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East, West, and Central—An Overall Concept for Downtown
Jerry Ernst, FAIA, AICP Team Chair, Architect and Urban Designer
The DAT Team’s concept for Downtown Stanwood is to create a stronger image and sense of organization.
Separate downtown from the commercial area on the hill (convenience retail that is connected to the city by car).
Avoid a theme for downtown (like Leavenworth).
The Design Stanwood Mission Statement asked the Team to address the issue of a downtown divided as two
historical downtowns and how to connect them. The team addressed the challenge by differentiating the elements
(or neighborhoods) of downtown. Within Downtown Stanwood itself, there’s a difference between east and west
Stanwood. And then there’s the connecting area in the middle.
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West Stanwood
Julie Blazek, AIA, Architect
The West End (West Stanwood) has a definite feel to it
already—a sense of simplicity. Maintain that feel. It’s
different from Main Street, and that’s an asset. Reinforce
what West Stanwood already has.
West Stanwood
should emphasize the character of “small town” or “old
town.” Retain the older houses, and infill the area with
respect to the historic character. The area has irregular
edges. There’s a sense of discovery. It’s not all laid out
and obvious to the explorer (also an asset).
Build on linking community amenities and social
opportunities. The West End serves locals in the goods,
restaurants, services, and specialized boutiques that are
already there. People live and shop in the traditional neighborhood surrounding them. There is already a mix of
uses—find a way to enhance the eclectic nature of this neighborhood. Promote more mixed uses (residential/
commercial). Promote restoration of existing buildings. With selected infill, reinforce the nooks and crannies, and
maintain the historical context. Do not expand the boundaries of the neighborhood.
Avoid yuppification, but seek a community where old and young can live together, meet at a cafe. A place where
espresso and drip coffee can co-habitate. Cultural uses can promote places for evening hang-outs as the museum,
theater, and restaurants are developed.
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At Christianson's Nursery where Main Street forks,
it’s not clear which way to go (although this is the
main eastern entry into the West End). The north way
is a low speed, neighborhood street; a nice walking
connection to museum and services. Re-define the
east entry into “West End” and de-emphasize the
through-traffic route. Change the intersection so the
south fork is an obvious gateway to business. The
neighborhood spur (to the north) detracts from the
strength of Main Street.
Promote appropriate transit stops. Strengthen the
entry into “West End” from Market Street coming from
the north–it’s too easy for visitors to pass by the entry
before you see the clues.
Extend the brick crosswalk across 102nd Avenue; give
drivers the opportunity to slow down and look. Link sidewalks throughout. Make it a pedestrian and bike friendly
kind of place, a place to get off one’s bike, rest, and eat ice cream. Restore the existing brick road. Add more
historical light fixtures, as well as banners and hanging baskets on streetlights.
Cluster parking behind buildings, not beside them (avoid parking lots as the “space between” buildings). Some
new buildings (Maxime’s, Marcy’s) are using the alleys to access parking behind businesses. Even where there’s
parking in the rear, the backs of buildings are treated attractively.
City right-of-way allows access to a spot on the river. Connect pedestrians in the west end with a pedestrian bridge
to hop over the Stilly to a park with trail connections to Camano and beyond. Get bikes off S.R. 532.
The West End should be infused with irregular pockets of green; no grand landscape scheme is necessary for this
end of town. The following uses are appropriate for this neighborhood: residences, shops, restaurants,
professional offices, banks, Police Department storefront, mixed use residential/retail for mixed incomes, service
organizations, history museum, theater, small bed-and-breakfast, old time hotel.
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East Stanwood
Dave Christensen, AIA, Architect, Master
Planner
In East Stanwood, emphasize the feeling of Main Street,
with shopping connected to railroad. Recreate contiguous
storefronts that open onto sidewalk by extending this type
of development another block to the west of 88th Avenue
for a two-block area of Main Street with full sidewalks on
both sides, diagonal parking in front and additional parking
behind buildings. It’s a place where people can park the
car and walk to a variety of stores.
There is an opportunity to add a train station, which would
be located northeast of the shops on 271st (and south of
the electrical substation). The station requires 600 feet of
platform, and could be situated perpendicular to the
platform.. The Station, shown here with a clock tower,
could provide a bus transfer point. The city-owned parking
lot behind the shops can be reorganized as a park-and-ride
and formally treated to get some 25 percent more parking
stalls. New development should be transportation-oriented
with parking for commuters. Existing buildings will need to
upgrade the rear entries of the buildings to make them
attractive and functional.

`

Shopping in East Stanwood would focus on specialty retail
and convenience/service stimulated by the transportation
center. Potential land uses for East Stanwood include:
small scale retail (specialty and community); restaurants;
coffee shop; bookstore; hardware store; cleaners/laundry;
barber shop; clothing store; shoe store; drug store; bakery;
meat market; sporting goods; fire and police services;
small-scale groceries; and newsstand.
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Central Commons
Ron Kasprisin, AIA, Architect, Urban Designer
Draw east and west together in a
c o m m o n w a y. T h e C e n t r a l
Commons is a mix of public,
institutional and open space. It’s
where the people all come
together. Public facilities: library,
city hall, a green place to gather,
a community center. Include
pathway corridors to preserve
green open space and make
connections through the city.
The town center is more than
downtown business. It’s the
historical record, culture,
education, government, public
and private organizations--all
those things that make a city
center. It’s diverse public and
private facilities, not necessarily
where people want to buy goods.
The library, PUD, banks, a medical center and Stanwood Middle School are already there in the middle. This is a transition
zone between east and west, accessible by foot, bike and car. Land is available.
If you build a new library, bring it into middle of downtown, the heart of activity. You need a bigger city hall? The Commons is
the place for it. How do you pay for it? Many communities are developing mixed use structures to combine city hall with
offices, fitness club, or other rental space to offset costs.
Make The Commons a real people place. Integrate parking into open space, instead of allowing it to become a big blob on
street. Buildings face open space, sideways to street. Put parking to the rear.
For a cheaper, less formal take on a community center, use the existing library and other buildings.
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Use existing commercial buildings on Main Street. Older
houses used for retail are good for small start-up businesses.
Add on square footage with residences above garages, out of
the flood plain, increasing density, maintaining small town feel.
Many houses/retail buildings on the south side of 271st (Main
Street) are pushed back from the right-of-way. Take that rightof-way 40 foot deep and landscape it, pull the sidewalk closer
to the buildings and allow parking in front of buildings. This
gives you a cohesive green open space along the south side
of Main Street. Eliminate or combine some driveways. At the
Stanwood Middle School (on the north side), move the fence
inside of the green space. It’ll change the nature of the street.
A few sloughs in city are still in tact. It’s possible to develop the
land but keep wetland and slough areas in new development.
Build a pedestrian corridor (on the east side of The Commons),
using old sloughs as an open space system. Take advantage
of these remnants that are part of Stanwood’s heritage.
The central area also contains many single family bungalow
structures set behind the main buildings on 271st Street. These could either provide homes for many of the non-profits
needing workspace, or affordable dwelling units that would help to create a needed residential base in the central area. This
area could easily be infilled and organized.
The vacant area east of the QFC site (behind the PUD) contains a wetland to the south, a diamond in the raw. Incorporate it
into a new scheme for an office or light industrial facility. Simple, strong, well-located buildings.

An east-west connection south of Main Street
terminates by the lumberyard, which needs a surface
street to support a grid system. Internalize parking to
the side and rear of buildings. Orient buildings to
street. Use grid, organized parking, and open space
make nice environment. Use the opportunities that
already exist here.
Possible land uses for The Commons include public
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Transportation/Streetscapes
Dave Markley, PE, Transportation Planner and Engineer
Transportation is a functional element of any plan that often goes unnoticed. When transportation is noticed, it often means
that the system is broken or in disrepair. When the road system has reached this point, it is a constraint to the way the
downtown works. Therefore, the objective of this plan is to eliminate barriers to permit the safe and efficient movement of
people, vehicles and goods.

Regional Access
The twin cities that now comprise Stanwood’s downtown developed around the Stillaguamish River and the rail system that
served the lumber industry and later agriculture. While the original purpose for these systems has passed, the backbone of
the rail system and some diminished capacity of the river remain.
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As the regional road system becomes more congested, passenger rail access can become more viable for both
commuting and social-recreational purposes. Although a longer range objective, the community should initiate
discussions with rail providers to reestablish Stanwood as a passenger rail stop. Planning and programming for a
train station should begin now.
A possible location for this train station is north of 271st St. NW in East Stanwood. This train station can serve as
an anchor to this end of downtown, can serve as a transfer point for the bus system and should be integrated with
a park and ride lot.
While the Stilly has slowly filled with silt over the years making it
difficult to negotiate by powerboats, it remains a unique and
important defining element of what Stanwood is today. Moreover,
incremental development along the river has closed off opportunities
to access the river from the downtown. The open space plan
identifies several opportunities where access to the river for canoe
and kayak paddlers should occur and illustrates their linkages to
open space other natural amenities, and pedestrian connections.
(See discussion on open space above).

Through versus Local Access
Two very different objectives for the function of SR-532 were
expressed by the community:



Minimize interruptions so people can get between Camano
Island and I-5 as fast as possible; or
Provide easy and safe access into and out of downtown.

The Washington State Department of Transportation has initiated
long-term plans to widen SR-532 to five lanes through Stanwood.
Statewide highway priorities in combination with limited road funding
make any major near-term improvement to SR-532 very unlikely.
Therefore, some short-range improvements must be made to
address the community’s expressed objectives.
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Balancing the objectives of moving through traffic fast and providing local accessibility can be achieved through the
careful location, design and construction of intersection improvements at major public street intersections. That
includes turn lanes and pedestrian crossings to facilitate access in and out of the downtown. Several locations for
such improvements should include 88th, 92nd, 98th, and 102nd Avenues NW. By facilitating access on and off side
streets the through traffic can pass with less delay.
Although traffic signals are often thought of as “stop lights” they can help to manage traffic to reduce delay. In the
near term, this means that the signals on SR-532 at Pioneer Highway and at 88th Avenue NW are vehicle actuated
and coordinated with time-based coordinators. In the longer term it is suggested that signals be installed at 102nd
Avenue NW to serve the West End and facilitate access to the Old Pacific Highway; in the vicinity of 92nd Avenue
concurrent with private development; and ultimately at 98th Avenue as traffic volumes and conditions warrant.
Intersection channelization should complement traffic control
improvements at these same locations. Westbound right-turn
lanes and eastbound left-turn lanes will facilitate access into
the downtown for Camano Island residents. The southbound
approach from side streets leading from downtown should
include a two-lane approach so right turns destined for
Camano Island can merge with SR-532 traffic with minimal
delay. Westbound merge lanes will enhance safety and ease
of access for vehicles returning to Camano Island. Pedestrian
crossings should be incorporated when signals are installed to
provide safe linkages between the downtown and the river
access opportunities. If conditions do not satisfy traffic signal
warrants, it may be appropriate that the channelization
improvements precede traffic signal improvements.

Landscape elements should distinguish the
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intersections further, with landscaping that extends into the downtown side streets. This landscaping will act as
another visual indicator that you have arrived in the downtown.
With clearer definition and increased formality of public street intersections along SR-532 should come a more
managed environment. To that end, the speed limit should be reduced to 35 or 40 miles per hour on SR-532
between Pioneer Highway and the Mark Clark Bridge.

Downtown Circulation and Local Access
Except for 271st Street NW, Pioneer Highway and
102nd Avenue NW, and the grid street network in
the East End, the downtown vehicle and
pedestrian network is interrupted and irregular.
This fractionalized system contributes to making
the downtown confusing and awkward for visitors
and residents alike.
The street network should build off the existing
street and alley network to incrementally work
toward completing a grid. In addition to general
customer/visitor circulation, there are other
functional access benefits to such a grid, including
utility service, emergency vehicle access, and
functional circulation. The following grid
connections are recommended:
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Establish a public corridor south of 271st Street to develop a more complete grid of streets to facilitate
development and provide for alternate and emergency access.
Establish a public corridor north of 271st to provide east-west linkages (particularly from the transit station to
Heritage Park) to provide linkages for pedestrians, other non-motorized travel and as emergency access for
pedestrian links.
Undefined access drives should be constructed to comply with City driveway standards where direct vehicle
access is permitted along SR-532. Often the road blends into parking and driveways (particularly in West
Stanwood). Minimize entry points, and reinforce edge of parking from highway with landscaping.

Parking
In the downtown, required parking should be developed inward to the development to maximize building frontage along
the sidewalk. Encourage storefront businesses to construct back entrances that lead to alley and back of building
parking.
Adjacent surface parking lots should be connected and/or shared access drives should be provided with new
development or as businesses change use, particularly along 271st St NW. The City or groups of businesses
should identify shared parking opportunities. The City should modify parking requirements to give credits for
shared parking consolidated access and parking lot linking and such.
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Gateways and Signing
Dave Christensen, AIA Architect and Master Planner
Dave Markley, PE Transportation Planner and Engineer

Gateways
The automobile will remain the primary mode for people
traveling to Stanwood. Yet, for a visitor (and even some newer
residents) who is unfamiliar with the City, there is little in the
way of visual clues to tell them they have arrived. Existing
visual indicators are often easily misinterpreted, misleading,
incorrect, diluted by other signs or visual distractions, or nonexistent. Since entry to Stanwood is also unclear from the land
development pattern, it will be critical to establish consistent
series of indicators to let visitors know when they enter the city
and how to access the downtown.
To that end, the City should develop a coordinated gateway
and signing program that uses common materials, symbols
and colors to designate entrances to the City, entry into
distinct districts and neighborhoods, and major public places.
Significant entry locations and
intersections should be accentuated with some landscape feature to announce arrival at a place or
acknowledge a transition into another part of town.
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Street Signs

Several community members expressed a desire to revive
the original street names to reinforce the historical heritage of the downtown
area. This desire must be balanced with the need for the functional mailing/
delivery address and emergency response location requirements.
One
approach for accommodating both objectives is to modify the street signing
system with dual labels – one being the historically “named” street and a
second being the current “numbered” street designation. A variety of signing
options (both labels combined on one sign or a combination of individual
signs) should be considered. Likewise, the community may choose to select a
sign color combination that is different than the traditional white lettering on
green background.
Other visual elements that can serve as visual keys to identify the downtown or sub-areas within the
downtown include lighting standards (which also enhance pedestrian safety), flower baskets, flower
pots, landscaping, and street furniture.

Economic Development
Greg Easton, Economist

Market Area
The market area that can be served by any commercial
project or district is determined by a variety of factors
including population distribution, transportation networks,
natural features, barriers, and the location of competitive
development. The existing market area for Stanwood’s
businesses extends from Warm Beach to the Skagit
County boundary, and Camano Island to I-5 and beyond to
the east. These limits are determined by Puget Sound to
the west; existing commercial concentrations at Tulalip and
Smokey Point to the south, and Mount Vernon to the north;
and the undeveloped areas to the east. These boundaries
38
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The population in the market area is projected to grow
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Stanwood per capita sales are approximately twice the level of
the State as a whole. That result reflects the import of the larger
market area extending beyond the city limits. If the entire market
area is considered, the per capita sales are only one-fourth the
level of statewide per capital sales.
This results from the
leakage of sales in most categories to areas outside the market
area.

Retail Development Patterns
Retail development patterns have responded to shopper
behavior with a hierarchy of types of development, size of
market area, and categories of retail. Retail businesses are
typically sized and located to serve either a local population
(fewer than 50,000 people within a radius of 5 miles or less) or a
regional population (100,000 or more people within a radius of
up to 50 miles). Table ED-2

Feasibility of Development
Several factors affect the feasibility of development in
downtown. These include the cost of new construction. This
subsequently affects the rents that downtown can command,
which are typically lower than other retail areas, such as
uptown. This imbalance can affect the types of uses and
viability of new businesses. Table ED-3, Table ED-4
Table ED-4
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Building materials/hardware
Regional
Food
Local
Auto
Local/Regional
Apparel
Regional
Furniture
Regional
Eating/Drinking
Local
Misc. Retail
Local/Regional
Personal Services
Local
Finance/Insurance/Real Estate
Local/

Table ED-2
Development Cost of New Construction (per sf)
Land
$50
Building
$75
Other costs
$25
Total Cost
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Financing Project Element
Development of an Economic Development Strategy is critical for success of downtown revitalization. A plan developed
for Downtown Stanwood may include:





Business Retention strategies.
Cooperative among merchants.
Development and marketing of a business-friendly environment.
Business Attraction may be achieved by:
• Providing information on opportunities.
• Enlisting partners – continue participation with Snohomish
County Economic Development Council, and work with regional
real estate community.
• Communicating that Stanwood is a place to live, work, locate
business.
• Welcoming potential entrants by business community and public.

Public elements of a new downtown plan may
be funded through the following options






Effective organization is key to implementation of a
strategy. The national and state Main Street Program 
provides a proven approach.

Park and recreation through formation of a
parks and recreation district.
Other government facilities through leasepurchase, or traditional means.
Economic stimulus elements through tax
increment financing.
Park and street improvements through
related park or public works grants.
Economic development grants for high
visibility job creations.
Inclusion of revenue-producing elements to
offset some operating costs.

Private Elements of a new downtown plan may
be funded using:
 Dedicated loan funds for façade
improvements (Main Street).
 Local lender commitments for revolving loan
fund.
 Housing assistance programs.
 Tax exempt financing for income qualified
projects.
 Property tax exemptions for 10 years.
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Implementation
Bill Trimm, AICP City Planning Director
Now that a vision has been presented, how can that vision be turned into public policy, refined and packaged? The
Design Stanwood DAT has been a process of public involvement with many parties coming together: city government,
other public institutions, non-profits, advocacy groups, services clubs, land owners, business owners, developers, and
the general public. A designated committee, or “Downtown Action Partnership” representing all of these groups, should
be formed to work with the City for ways of refining this vision. The sooner the better. The role of the partnership should
be assisting the City in implementation. Its immediate focus should be on public outreach to other downtown
stakeholders. The vision only comes to fruition with all parties on board.
The City should take this plan and incorporate it into its Comprehensive Plan (20 year plan for the City). Make sure the
final plan reflects the way this community thinks. The plan will address two parts—a land use plan and policies or
strategies to implement it, including:
 Business Retention and Attraction;
 Marketing Plan (for vacant and re-developable lands and specific projects);
 Private Financing Options;
 Capital Facilities Plan (long-term plan for how public moneys will be spent);
 Streamlined Permit Process.
The Partnership can help with development and implementation of many of these items.
The City can also utilize regulatory tools to ensure that future development is consistent with the adopted plan,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

Revised Zoning Districts;
Improved Design and Development Standards (with examples);
Capital Improvement Program (Financing for public and transportation improvements);
Parks and Recreation District; and
Design Review (Administrative).
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Conclusion
John Cheney, AIA, Architect
It’s been an exciting challenge to come up with ideas and concepts
for Downtown Stanwood. This is a good place—it’s location, history,
and values are worth preserving. By way of summary, here are the
points that reflect the strength and potential of the community.










Preserve your edges. In other cities, the edges have been
disappearing.
Burlington
and
Mount
Vernon
are
indistinguishable to each other. You have opportunity to
preserve and protect the setting in which your small jewel was
placed.
Create a civic center in joining east and west Stanwood. All
elements of the city would come together for government,
cultural, social activities. The reason for Stanwood to exist in
the future is to provide the public center of the area, not the
commercial or retail center. People will identify with public
activities they come together to share.
We cannot eliminate traffic altogether, but neither can it be the focus of our town. Traffic whizzes
through on 532. Parking lots are not open space. Where you position them makes success or failure.
Economic data for the city and the area support bright prospects for future business possibilities.
Maintain established character in parts of town.
You need to tell the world who you are and where you are in terms of signage.
Support the character of east Stanwood through retail and transportation to bring customers to the
front doors of the businesses.
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Work together to refine your vision and incorporate it into your comprehensive plan. Get the
community involved, that's how you will succeed.

Many on the DAT Team have visited Stanwood many times. Some of us considered ourselves reasonably familiar
with the city, but we were wrong. We’ve been more involved in the past three days than expected. Our hope is
that we have offered Design Stanwood additional tools for your energy to create a future Downtown Stanwood
that is well-rooted to its historical past in the setting of the lush Stillaguamish Valley. The “Twin Cities” of
Stanwood and East Stanwood are not on the map but the twins are still alive here lending their characters to this
small city. Preserve them. Enhance them. Show them off. They are what makes your city unique.
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Implementation

Stanwood’s downtown and surrounding neighborhoods form the heart of the city.
While all cities depend on a healthy downtown to give identity and to tie together
unique neighborhoods, in Stanwood’s case the downtown area is even more
significant in that it contains three distinct areas – East Stanwood, West Stanwood and
their connecting Commons Area.
No other part of the city can be a substitute for the downtown. It contains many of the
city’s most precious historical resources and a large amount of the city’s property and
sales taxes. It should be the community’s most central and accessible location for
meetings and events. It should be the destination of the tourist population as well as
the city’s business visitors.

Commitment

The biggest challenge will be the long-term commitment required by the city’s leaders
and by a major proportion of the city’s population. Especially, there must be sustained
commitment from the businesses and residents of the downtown and adjacent
neighborhoods. Progress in implementation of the DAT recommendations (and other
plans) will require a consistent focus over a number of years.
A sustainable effort is essential – and key milestones are required.
The DAT
recommendations should be broken down into short-term, medium-term and long-term
projects. Each project should have its own timeframe, budget and project team. One
of the short-term projects (such as the signage recommendations) should be
commenced quickly to sustain momentum and prove the viability and will for
implementing the DAT recommendations. A Steering Organization of some kind is vital
to coordinating and tracking all of the projects.
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Partnership

Who takes the lead? Who supports? Who pays? How does everyone cooperate?
It is clear that no one entity, public or private, can do it all. The City of Stanwood
can respond by incorporating the DAT recommendations into its Comprehensive
Plan and development regulations, and applying revised codes to new
development. Some projects can easily be incorporated into the city’s capital
improvement plan. However, a public-private partnership of common purpose must
be formed to ensure effective implementation.
One key success factor already in place is the strong group of volunteers who
worked so diligently to prepare for and conduct the Stanwood DAT. Another is
the strong interest shown by the community in supporting these efforts.
However, it is imperative that Stanwood’s business interests – particularly its
property owners – join the implementation phase quickly. They will be one of
the key engines that drive implementation success.

Financing

As mentioned in previous sections of this book, some funds remain from the
DAT process and can be used for implementation. While these funds may be
sufficient to start the implementation process, a sizeable effort will be required
to obtain additional funds required to complete any of the DAT
recommendations.
Once an implementation organization is in place, and the various projects defined,
a budget should be developed for each project. After these budgets are in place,
potential funding sources can be identified – whether they are public, private or
some form of public-private partnership. If necessary, Stanwood may consider
obtaining the advice of Capital Campaign or Fundraising consultants in order to
jump-start this important process.

Conclusions

Commitment, Partnership and Financing are the three key success factors
that will drive Stanwood’s DAT implementation. All of these factors were
present during the extremely successful DAT process – a good sign that
Stanwood has what it takes to “go to the next level”!
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Appendix A:
Steering Committee
Dave Pelletier, Chair
Laura Byers (Finance &
Fundraising)
Rosanne Cohn (Public Relations)
Sue Hunter (Event Planning)
Gregory Minaker (Info. Resources)
Team Oversight Committee
Dave Pelletier, co-chair
Pearl Schaar, co-chair
Wendell Beckwith
Chaim Bezalel
Kim Eggleston
Cliff Strong
Event Planning Committee
Sue Hunter, chair
Andrea Conley
Carol Curtis
Tom Curtis
Theresa Metzger
Peggy Wendel
Finance and Fundraising
Committee
Laura Byers, chair
Bonnie George
Terry Greer
Brandi Shisler
Rebecca Strong

Pearl Schaar (Team Oversight)
Brandi Shisler (Meals, Transportation,
Accommodations,
Equipment & Supplies)
Kristy Stephenson (Printing & Documentation)
Stephanie Cleveland

Information Resources Committee
Gregory Minaker, chair
Dan Floyd
Carol Ronken
Jack Tiller
Public Relations Committee
Rosanne Cohn, chair
Bonnie George
Shelley Klasse
Connie Mennie
Dan Nelson
Peggy Wendel
Meals, Transportation, Accommodations,
Equipment & Supplies
Brandi Shisler, chair
Stephanie Bower
Pat Richardson
Printing & Documentation Committee
Kristy Stephenson, chair
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Dan Floyd
Kyle Stephenson
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Appendix B:
Special thanks is given to the following persons who donated to the Design Stanwood effort:
Yonnah Ben-Levy; Darlene Birkett; Chaim Bezalel; Diane & Dave Burrows; Laura & Tom Byers; Kelly Callahan; Jane Cassady; Steve Clagett; Dot
Cleveland; Stephanie Cleveland; Rosanne Cohn; Bob & Susan Cole; Jon & Andrea Conley; Dennis Conroy; Sharon Crane; Chad & Heather
Crosby; Carol & Tom Curtis; Marcia DeLaurentis; Paula & John Ebner; Kim & Bill Eggleston; Edward Farrey; Anne & Peter Gardiner; Bruce &
Teleia Geddes; Bonnie & Ron George; Terry Greer; Chris Hansen; Don Holston; Ted & Sue Hunter; Lynda Jeffries; Shelley & Jim Klasse; Matt
Laxton; Judy Lervick; Dave & Linda McCoy; Matt & Ann McCune; Connie & Ralph Mennie; David & Theresa Metzger; Mildred Metzger; Cathy &
Bob Mighell; Maureen & Mike Milchem; Sally Mills; Gregory Minaker; Dan Nelson; Kati Nickerson; Sally & Don Odenborg; Jennifer Parker; Dave &
Karen Pelletier; Dave & Pam Pinkham; Doris Platis; Jeff & Linda Postma; Hope & Kevin Reimer; Carol Ronken; Anita & Larry Rydell; Pearl Schaar;
Brandi Shisler; Sue Simonson; Judity Solberg; Chris & Vicky Sproat; Kristy & Kyle Stephenson; Rebecca Strong; Linda & Will Webb; Larry & Mary
Welch; Levon Yengoyan; and Bill Zingarelli.

Special thanks is given to the following businesses who contributed and donated to the Design Stanwood
effort:
Airplay Party Rentals; Café Cravings; Camaloch Golf Course; Camano Island Coffee Roasters; Camano Plaza; Camano Properties; Camwood Players;
Charlton Glass; City of Stanwood; Country Elegance; Cranberry Tree; Designs Northwest Architects; Donnita’s Gifts; Eagles Nest; Edward Jones (Peggy
Burr); Edward Jones (Chris Frank); Edward Jones (Jerry Van Vliet); Edward Jones (Mary Ann Weeks); EverTrust Bank; Frames by Hope; h2k design;
Haggen’s; Highmark Construction; Hiway Home Electronics; Hopkins Floral; I Love Lucy’s; Index Sensors & Controls; Interiors by Andrea; Jewels by Park
Lane; Jimmy’s Pizza & Pasta; Jones, Butler & Zingarelli; Josephine Sunset Home; Keep Bodies Working; Kinko’s Everett; Land Title Company; Leslie
Tripp, State Farm Insurance; Lindstrom Development Group; Madison Jewelry; The Masonic Center; Maximes Restaurant; Merrill Gardens; Mind & Body
Massage Therapy; My Career Clinic; Northwest Chapter of the American Institute of Architects; Pacific Northwest Bank; Pelletier + Schaar; Radio Shack;
Schell Design Group; Seattle Chapter of the American Institute of Architects; Spirits West; The SportsClub; Stanwood Area Historical Society; StanwoodCamano News; Stanwood-Camano School District, Stanwood Chamber of Commerce; Stanwood Mini Golf; Stanwood One Hour Photo; Stanwood
Senior Center; Stanwood Velo Sport; Sterling Savings Bank; TerraLogic GIS; Total Concept real Estate Resource; U-Neek Graphics; Utsalady Grocery;
The Village Photographer; Washington Federal Savings; Washington State Department of Community Trade and Economic Development; Wells Fargo;
and Whidbey Island Bank.

Special recognition:
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Thank you to Terry Ledeski, AIA of Oak Harbor who encouraged and coached us before Design Stanwood
was even possible. And, thank you to Jerry Ernst, FAIA who held our hands all the way from the first phone
call to the presentation of the report!

Appendix C:

Resources Reviewed by Team:
Aerial photographs of the City
Images of West Stanwood
Images of Middle Town
Images of Highway Town
Images of East Stanwood
Zoning Map
Land Use Inventory
Businesses in Stanwood (types & number)
Topography and flood hazards
Water bodies
Parks and trails
Civic functions
Historical images
Comprehensive Plan Map
Assessor’s Maps
SR 532 WSDOT Route Development Plan
Comprehensive Plan Economic Development Policies
Shoreline and Sensitive Area Inventories
County Economic Data Study
Population and Employment Forecasts
Site development plans for new major developments.
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Appendix D:
Place as History
•
•
•

•
•

Twin Cities: late 1800’s - two distinctive settlements, identity by function.
Place of Intersection: Water transport, timber and rich farmlands, road and railroad network
Place as Cultural Expression – Scandinavian heritage, building traditions melded with desire to express
new American situation – architectural form and character melded with American competitive capitalism
and initiatives, brick street grids and light fixtures, streets named for citizens, steam engine dinghy
connection,
Eventual decline in economic viability of original town-founding formula, two settlements incorporate,
land uses begin to change with corresponding changes in townscape
Region changes, interstate, demographic changes

Place in Context
•
•
•
•

Ecological confluence of water, rich farmland, roads and railroad Town originally as functional center of
a local region.
Increased mobility and changes in economic geography have reduced the town’s functional role in
relation to its surrounding – reduced but not eliminated.
Extraordinary juxtaposition of town on river/flood plain extending north/south, western edge of
expansive plateau, jumping off point to Island to the west
Stanwood as western node in large agricultural valley/plateau; to the north, Burlington and Mt. Vernon,
to the south Arlington and Marysville, Everett.

•

Unusual, sharply defined urbanized area surrounded by farmland and river flood plains creates a unique,
highly imagable, highly identifiable urban node.

•

The agricultural land uses and accompanying open spatial character – in contrast with the urbanized
core – create a symbiotic relationship. This is somewhat taken for granted, but it is actually a fragile
condition. The agricultural land – in agricultural zoning and protected by flood-prone conditions, and in
some cases in farm land trusts – cannot exist without a market. It is an economic activity that depends
on close connections with a market – a market that is willing to pay the costs of production. With
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increased globalization, and economies of scale creating larger and larger agricultural production units,
the agricultural lands surrounding Stanwood are constantly threatened.
•

Fortunately, the metropolitan areas of Seattle and Vancouver, BC, have begun to provide a market
demand for high quality produce, and an increasing market for organic goods. The demand is
insufficient at this point to fully ensure continuation of the agricultural land uses, but it is improving.
Also, some new agricultural production – specialty products, cheeses, etc. – have begin to occur.

•

Stanwood town character depends on Stanwood's surrounding character. Testimony from the
community assured the Team that there are good connections between the town and the agricultural
community. Members of each community participate in matters affecting the other. We cannot
sufficiently underscore how critical it is for both to work closely with each other. You share common
objectives. You cannot “assume” the other will make it on its own.

Place as Market
•
•
•
•
•

The trade area of Stanwood is NW Snohomish, SW Skagit. It competes with three million square feet of
retail in Burlington.
50 new businesses were attracted to the Uptown area
There is a demand for housing for the 50+ age group.
Costs of development: we heard that land development costs in the core area can be $25/sq. ft, while in
the Uptown area; it is only $15/sq. ft.
Growth projections give Snohomish 250,000 new residents over the next 20 years with some % of this
growth destined for Stanwood.

Place as Social Structure and Community
•

We did not hear much direct testimony on this component as a “subject” but we experienced a great
deal of Stanwood’s social structures. We heard from various service groups, the Historical Society, the
AAUW, Chamber of Commerce, members of the Arts community, lodging community, several business
people and downtown property owners, non-profits organizations, social service groups, and many
citizens who live and work in and around Stanwood. We also heard from representatives of the city’s
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government – the mayor, City Council members, Planning Commission, police, public works and the
school district.
•

We did not hear from all of the downtown property owners or business persons, but voices from these
two groups were present. In the next stages of the Downtown plan work, it is critical to enfranchise and
increase involvement of these groups.

•

It was evident that changes have happened; people spoke of new initiatives, accomplishments of plans
long pursued, recent developments and also of some declines. On balance, the testimony was much
more about positive change than declines.

•

The Historic Society was a particularly impressive story; an effort that began in the 1970’s and that has
pursed an unusually clear plan and record of accomplishments. And they are clearly still going strong.
They represent a vital and significant “capacity” in the Stanwood community and they should be called
on to be a model and mentor for other initiatives.

•

The Historic Society could expand its work to include the agricultural issues noted above; farmland and
farm economy is a critical preservation objective for Stanwood. We did not hear from the agricultural
community; we don’t know what their concerns are, initiatives or ideas. We heard of cross connections –
attendance at Farm Bureau meetings, discussions about flood control measures, appearances at city
council meetings – but we were not able to get a close view of what the issues and potentials are
between the downtown and the agricultural community.

•

We did not hear from Twin Foods. We should have sought out an audience with them.

•

Nor did we hear from anyone associated with County planning; which is strange. And somewhat
frightening. If the county’s planning activities do not participate with the city’s, and vice versa, energy
and huge opportunities will be lost

•

We did not hear of fierce, embedded and negative competition among groups. On the other hand, we
did not hear of overwhelming coordination and collaboration either. It seems like the collaborative spirit
is on the rise and there was much appreciation for the turn out to the team’s pubic sessions, and for the
chance to hear from one another. There was a palpable pride and a spirit of hope in the testimony.
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•

We heard much about the YOUTH – some about their needs and ideas for addressing them. Others about
the problems associated with youth who have too few options; in a community with a large number of
youth!

•

We heard nothing from the youth themselves. In retrospect, some of the Team should have gone to the
Schools on Friday to solicit responses, definitions, hopes and experiences.
It is not too late to begin to connect the Downtown Design work with the schools; these are the town’s
potential future citizens. One possible connection point would be in the high school civic class and
requirement for some involvement in civic activities.

•

Expressions of Needs and Ideas, as We Heard Them
(The following are sharply focused notes from the testimony …order is somewhat random)

Downtown:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep the downtown business district.
Keep it small.
Put the large chain stores “up on the hill.”
No Wal-Mart or the like.
Do not rezone for more commercial on the hill.
Identifiable parking.
Move overhead utility lines.
Create a node of interesting shops.
Make it a place for people over cars.
Downtown must be pedestrian friendly.
Downtown needs interesting walking routes.
Need nicer drivers!

Civic Needs:
•
•

City Hall expansion
C O M M U N I T Y

C E N T E R
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Library expansion.
School district administration.
Parks and Recreation programs
Train station
Youth activities
Swimming pool
Non-competitive sports program
Police presence downtown
Meeting rooms
Manufacturing
Linking walkways, all over the place
Reinforce parking
Low income housing
Elderly-friendly environment
A village green
“unity of the ages”
Identity
Signage/way finding
“Sense of simplicity”
Boys & girls club/YMCA

Growth:
•
•
•

Contain the “town”, don’t grow towards I-5
F O C U S T H E C O R E A S A D I S T I N C T D E S T I N AT I O N
Maintain/protect the beautiful agricultural/rural land around Stanwood

Townscape:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Character of place exists
Real town for real people
2 distinct places in Stanwood- east and west, with a middle between
Uptown as new separate place with own identity
Avoid “yuppie touristy stuff”, please
Architecture of mill forms
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•

Character of simplicity, polite straightforwardness

Rural Beauty:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Significance of agricultural uses and land forms
A morphology of striking farm building clusters in flat landscape
A green land and water infrastructure
Distant ground-level views
Evidence of the close ecology
Town as cluster and contrast within larger “green” landscape.

Gateways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

532 west approach to town: Schucks sign is wrong signal for a gateway
Crest of hill heading west into town: significant gateway experience
Signal points on 532: significant gateway potentials
Smoke stack: major visual landmark, opportunity at base to connect with river
532 through town: opportunity to see, experience significant qualities of natural land forms.
River environment: known but under capitalized on as gateway experience
Bridge to Camano Island: gateway experience, opportunities to enhance

Downtown Theme:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No theme
Scandinavian influences evident
Historic character
Genuine/authenticity
Local materials
Murals
Preserve what makes Stanwood unique: river, wetlands, snow geese, agriculture

Trails and a Walking Place:
•
•
•
•

Stanwood should build a coherent system of trails and routes to serve residents and tourists alike.
Walking
Bicycling
Equestrian
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Connectivity:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Significant opportunities to connect Stanwood with Camano’s trail system
Heron Rookery
Snow Geese
Ecotourism sites
Church Creek Salmon Recovery, trail route
Viewing access to wildlife, wetlands
Interpretative centers
County roads are difficult to walk on, especially as traffic increases.

Stanwood as a Walking Place:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make a pedestrian-supportive system through the downtown, and connecting to neighborhoods
Make a visually interesting walkway system – not boring, lively.
Walking through downtown should be a “discovery” experience
Connect places downtown; tie in the parks and natural environment, links to the fair ground, connect
the future train depot to a walking system in downtown.
Bring back the old public light standards.
Make a sign system that works for walkers
Support a Park and Walk approach to downtown design
Erase barriers between private parking lots; connect them to walking system
Support public health benefits of walking; build a town for healthy people

Elder-friendly Environment:
•
•
•

Attend to mobility and accessibility in the built environment of downtown
Visual clues for way finding; signs, clarity of path
Make some public gathering places; places where the old and young can come together see and be
seen.

Resident Amenities:
•
•
•

Waterfront access
Ecologically-friendly activities
Farmland protection
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Department for Recreation and Parks programming
Smooth traffic flow
Services for residents
Goods
Public transit
Heritage
Cycling opportunities
Walking opportunities
Traditional neighborhood of mixed uses, housing types
Jobs
Theater and performing arts
Boat moorage
Street names

Design for Downtown as 3 Layers:
1. Context of the surrounding landscape and associated uses
2. Economy of the Place and the Social Structure and Needs
3. Townscape of uses, arrangements, connections and forms
•No good design visions can overlook any layer.
•Each layer carries equal weight, and holds equal potential.
•Most town plans that fail, fail because they ignore the relationship between layers.

Stanwood as a Water – related environment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The River runs by it.
Reconnect the town to its waterfronts; through parks, walkways, views, landscaping and preservation.
Waterfront promenades..
Opportunities for public access to waters edge: treatment plant, waterside of Twin Foods on a
boardwalk, east and west ends of town have lands that could be purchased for park and access use.
Ecologically – sensitive town design: preserve wetlands, site plans and landscape design to acknowledge
wetland conditions.
Views of the water environment are currently under-realized: ground level views both distant and close
up, also views from 2nd story or higher conditions.
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•
•
•
•

Vertical townscape elements; diminishing. Used to be more. Suggests opportunities for landscape/
wetland viewing situations – public viewing tower?
Do you dredge the river? Not likely. Recent flood gate should help
Port District? Concept suggested for establishing a Port District in order to work with Corps of Engineers
to achieve greater boat use of the waterways.
Shallow draught vessels – canoes and kayaks – are entirely possible now; an under-served market.

Ecologically Sensitive Building and Critical Regionalism:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Call for use of local materials.
In public architecture and landscape architecture, limit variety of materials, seek coherence and a
connection with local materials.
In landscape materials, use native v vegetation.
Site plan with sensitivity to flood plain conditions.
Work to ensure that each individual site plan pays attention to a larger site context of public ways and
orientation.
Consider the sun orientation in designing buildings, and public spaces.

Trains, Tracks and Regional Connections:
•
•
•
•
•

Revive the Farm House Gang and work to get a new DEPOT for AMTRAC in Stanwood.
Work closely with local transit organizations to build a regional rail and transit system in advance of
need; use transit to shape growth.
DEPOT as a Transit Center, as in Mt Vernon and Everett, others. Design for multi-modal uses.
Incorporate parking. Strong linkages to walking environment of Downtown Stanwood.
“$165million is available for rail development in Western Washington. Are we going after some of this?”
Questions posed to the community.
Give serious consideration to reestablishing the Dinghy steam train in Downtown Stanwood. Link the
east (and transit center) with the west. Route it for view access to the natural landscape.

Comments on 532:
•
•
•
•

Cuts downtown off from its waterfront
Keep it free from barriers and steps
Building along this highway will only add to traffic.
Bypasses downtown: not a negative if sufficient doorways into Downtown are developed.
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•

Grade separated intersections? Unlikely and barrier-creating.

Tourism:
•
•
•
•
•

B&B’s on Camano; no present B&B or public accommodations in Stanwood.
Some need expressed for motel in Downtown Stanwood; others cited high vacancy rate in B&B’s, certain
times of week/year.
Ecotourism in the area is underdeveloped; yet many sites and functions exist that could support this
type of tourism.
Arts (noted below) are a present “draw” for tourism, but this is an underdeveloped component of the
tourism industry.
Conference Center facilities: the new Nygard facility will support some small conferences. Needs for a
community center suggest another possible conference venue.

Mayfest and other Stanwood Festivals:
It’s time to revive Mayfest, a Downtown event that was suspended due to lack of coordination and initiative. It
is apparent that the town of Stanwood has many new resources and some interest in establishing some townconnected festivals.
The Camano Island Mother’s Day Arts Tour has a considerable history of positive experience. There are
numerous models of public celebrations, for residents and tourists alike, in towns in the Snohomish/Skagit
Region. We heard suggestions for activities, and some volunteers to work towards establishing another
Stanwood festival venue.

Farmer’s Markets and Farm-related Interpretive/History Center:
We heard of a successful Farmer’s market on Camano Island, and of a small market in Stanwood, near the bridge. As
efforts progress to connect the town and the agricultural community objectives, perhaps a stronger market function
could be established in the Downtown. Also an opportunity to build an agricultural history and interpretive center.

The Arts and Stanwood:
We were introduced to a growing arts presence in Stanwood and of underdeveloped connections to the vital
arts community on Camano Island, and nearby Pilchuck Glass Center.
The Stanwood House Art Center has caught good attention and is supported with good energy. It is clearly
something the town should embrace and build upon. And it sounds like there are opportunities for other art
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centers, additional studio space and live/work units in Downtown Stanwood, and perhaps a new venue for
featuring the work of local artists.

History and Stanwood:
•
•
•
•

The History Society complex is impressive. The Society’s track record of development and pursuit of a
plan is outstanding.
The new Nygaard Center will clearly become a significant venue of activities in Downtown, and it is
highly likely to spark development responses in the nearby area.
The Society, as noted elsewhere, could branch out to develop something with the agricultural
community.
It could also document and express the “history of plans” in Stanwood – public plans, private plans,
collective and individual plans. By bringing the history and activity of planning/visioning/ change to
light, the community can appreciate its experience with this on-going community activity.

Public Facilities/Infrastructure of Community:
We heard of plans for expanding, moving, developing numerous public facilities. These included
Library
City hall
Community Center
School Administration space
Recreation space and associated programming
Train Depot
Downtown police sub-station
•

•
•
•

We also heard of needs and desires for a lively walking environment; an open space system of clearly
designated pathways for residents and tourists alike. A larger public open space/green or commons was
also suggested as a place for the community to come together, and to see and be seen.
Prioritizing the investments in new or remodeled community facilities must be faced.
Coordinate the site planning for these facilities; avoid duplication and seek mutuality.
Public and Private developments are possible; communities have successfully combined public and
private uses in order to gain mutual advantage.

Housing:
•

Housing needs exist that are not being met.
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•
•
•

We heard of an extreme demand for apartments.
Housing Hope is an impressive effort that should be an integral part of Stanwood’s future planning.
West end of Downtown indicates good potentials for housing renewal, using existing housing. Infill
possibilities exist. Land prices may be unrealistically high, given the costs for flood-associated
improvements. The city should consider a tax incentive program to attract housing downtown – given
the apparent demand – and to establish with the merchants and owners, an active, aggressive economic
development program that could work to bring housing downtown.
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Appendix E:
During the early stages of raising public awareness for the DAT event, a powerpoint presentation was
developed in which Stanwood's issues were discussed. The presentation also gave a brief introduction to the
DAT process. Steering Committee members visited approximately twenty groups in the community showing
the powerpoint presentation in an effort to encourage involvement in the event. Attached here are the images
from that presentation.

